Do You Like Documentary Films? ...So Do We!
FREE DOCUMENTARY FILMS EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!

Targeting Iran
A Film by Andy Norris

FEATURING:
NOAM CHOMSKY
DAVID BARSAMIAN
STEPHEN KINZER
VANDANA SHIVA
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NAHID MOZAFFARI
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NAZILA FATHI

NOOR IRANIAN FILM FESTIVAL 2013
OFFICIAL SELECTION

Through the lens of some of the world’s greatest sociopolitical thinkers, TARGETING IRAN examines the many political, historical, economic, military and cultural aspects of the U.S./Iranian tensions that are not often discussed in the mainstream media.

FREE! ...Open to the public, donations kindly accepted

FRI April 24, 7:00PM
MEANINGFUL MOVIES ...IN WALLINGFORD
at Keystone Congregational Church
5019 Keystone Place N., Seattle
www.meaningfulmovies.org

Facilitated Community Discussion following the film Social Justice Documentary Film & Community Discussion Every Friday Night!

Social Justice Documentaries & Community discussion ...every Friday night!